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Analysis of Current Markets for Casino Gaming 

in Iowa, with Projections for the Revenues 

and Impacts of Potential New Facilities 
 

Executive Summary 
 
 The Iowa Racing and Gaming Commission is currently reviewing its policy with regard 

to its ongoing moratorium on issuing new licenses for gaming facilities in the State of Iowa.  To 

assist in this review, the Commission has retained Cummings Associates to conduct an analysis 

of the current markets for casino gaming in Iowa, to compare them with the most relevant 

markets elsewhere, and to develop projections for the likely revenues and impacts of potential 

new gaming facilities at a variety of alternative locations within the State. 

 My analyses and projections are based upon the application of detailed “gravity models” 

that relate actual (and, for proposed facilities, potential) gaming-facility revenues to the 

demographics of the areas surrounding them.  These models are based upon a well-established 

principle of economics known as “Reilly’s Law,” which describes how consumers tend to visit 

alternative retail centers (roughly) in direction proportion to the size of each center (such as 

casino square footage, or number of slot machines) and inversely proportional to the square of the 

distance to each -- hence the parallel with Newton’s law of gravitation. 

 By using these models to analyze Iowa’s current (FY2003) casino revenues, I estimate 

that the average resident of Iowa who lives close to a casino spends roughly $659 per year on slot 

machines and table games combined.  This is above-average for the Midwest, but not as high as 

the major markets of the South (Mississippi + Louisiana, at $850), or East (New Jersey + 
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Delaware, at $754). The rate of spending in Iowa is very comparable to that of the residents of 

Southern New England ($661) and Colorado ($654). 

 Again, these figures have been adjusted for distance.  Because spending does decline with 

distance, there are substantial areas of Iowa, not currently close to any casino, whose residents 

spend far less.  If casinos were brought close to all the residents of Iowa (“a casino in every 

county”), I estimate that the total gaming revenues of Iowa’s taxable casinos would reach 

approximately $1.7 billion.  At just under $1 billion, the revenues of Iowa’s existing (non-Native 

American) casinos are already running at approximately 60% of this “maximum.”  Examining the 

map of potential increases, however, shows few areas of substantial promise aside from Cedar 

Rapids and Waterloo.  Most of the rest is spread very thinly across the outlying areas of Iowa. 

 I then used the gravity models to develop projections for specific new casino facilities.  

All these projections have been made on the basis “as if” the new facilities had been open for all 

of FY2003.  All of them assume that the Tama casino will reopen.  For casinos in the larger urban 

areas (Cedar Rapids, Des Moines, and Waterloo), I assumed 1,200 slot machines, 24 table games, 

and baseline spending of $640 per adult.  For the others, I assumed smaller facilities, with 600 

slot machines, 12 tables, and baseline spending of $620 per adult.   

 These projections are summarized in Exhibit A.   

 Note that even under a scenario in which new casinos are developed in all of these 

locations (Exhibit 4-16), the net increase in total gaming revenues statewide is projected at just 

$266 million.  If a new facility in Polk County were to be omitted (Exhibit 4-17) in order to 

reduce the large impacts on Prairie Meadows and Lakeside under that scenario, the net increase is 

projected at $220 million. 
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 While the projections suggest that new casinos in all these locations might be 

economically feasible, and in the larger markets indeed attractive, in the aggregate they would 

add only modest amounts to Iowa casinos’ current $1 billion in (taxable) revenues. 

 It may be possible to develop additional casinos at other locations in the outlying areas of 

Iowa, but their performance would likely be very similar to those in the smaller markets 

examined here.  Without a large number of such casinos, the aggregate amount that they would 

add to net taxable gaming revenues would be small.  It will, in my opinion, therefore be very 

difficult to obtain more than roughly $200 million in such net revenues from new casinos in 

Iowa.  Waterloo and Cedar Rapids are the only major markets that appear to offer substantial 

promise without major adverse impacts on some of Iowa’s existing gaming facilities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
My analyses and projections are based upon the assumptions described herein.  Some of 
these assumptions will inevitably not materialize, and unanticipated events and 
circumstances will occur.  The actual results will therefore vary from my projections, 
and such variations may be material. 
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Exhibit A:  Summary of Projections

Net Gain in
Exhibit Gross Revenues Taxable Revenues Major Dollar Impacts on:

4-7 Black Hawk County (Waterloo) $71,316 $63,174 Prairie Meadows -$2,383
(also MRQ, DBQ, QC, Lkside)

4-8 Linn County (Cedar Rapids) $105,071 $93,306 Quad Cities -$3,236
(also MRQ, DBQ, PRM, Lkside)

4-9 Wapello County (Ottumwa) $25,184 $21,058 Prairie Meadows -$1,285

4-10 Polk County (Des Moines) $134,663 $58,724 Prairie Meadows -$60,232
Lakeside -$9,641

4-11 Palo Alto County $18,561 $17,175 none over $1 million

4-12 Webster County $28,377 $24,805 Prairie Meadows -$1,610

4-13 Franklin County $23,242 $20,865 none over $1 million

4-14 Worth County $26,347 $25,152 none over $1 million

4-15 Black Hawk + Linn $169,612 $151,293 Quad Cities -$3,952
(also all in E & Central Iowa)

4-16 All of the above $397,414 $296,616 Prairie Meadows -$64,378
(lesser impacts on all others)

4-17 All but Polk County $274,284 $242,638 Prairie Meadows -$8,403
(lesser impacts on all others)
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Analysis of Current Markets for Casino Gaming 

in Iowa, with Projections for the Revenues 

and Impacts of Potential New Facilities 
 
1.  Introduction 
 
 The Iowa Racing and Gaming Commission is currently reviewing its policy with regard 

to its ongoing moratorium on issuing new licenses for gaming facilities in the State of Iowa.  To 

assist in this review, the Commission has retained Cummings Associates to conduct an analysis 

of the current markets for casino gaming in Iowa, to compare them with the most relevant 

markets elsewhere, and to develop projections for the likely revenues and impacts of potential 

new gaming facilities at a variety of alternative locations within the State. 

 The author of this report, Will Cummings, has extensive experience in this area; a partial 

bibliography of my own and others’ work in this field is attached.  I conducted a similar statewide 

analysis for the Commission in 1995, and have conducted a variety of more local analyses since 

then.  To illustrate the potential precision of my approach, in July, 1999, I projected $47 million 

in total annual gaming revenues (“win”)1 for the soon-to-open Lakeside Casino Resort in Clarke 

County, Iowa, the last license granted before the current moratorium.  Over its first full fiscal year 

of operation, FY2001, its actual casino win was $46.3 million; since then, it has risen, as of 

FY2003, to $55.3 million. 

 Of course, not all projections can be so accurate.  Assumptions inevitably fail to 

materialize, and unanticipated events and circumstances occur.  I believe, however, that the 

 

                                          
1   Central and Southwest Iowa Casino Market Analysis: Working Papers, July 30, 1999. 
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methodology that I have used is the most appropriate and accurate available to address questions 

related to gaming revenues and to develop projections for the future.   

 To set the stage, Exhibit 1-1 presents a map of Iowa; the faint lines delineate each county. 

 Iowa’s existing gaming facilities are indicated by dark stars; the figures below each represent the 

“size” of each casino in terms of its numbers of slot machines and table games.  (In markets with 

multiple facilities, such as Dubuque, the Quad Cities, and Council Bluffs/Omaha, these have been 

aggregated into one total for the market.  I have, however, kept separate the figures for the 

riverboat casino on the Illinois side of the Quad Cities, in parentheses).  The open stars indicate 

the locations of the potential new casinos that have been discussed and/or voted upon in recent 

months in various parts of Iowa for which I have developed projections in this report. 

 Exhibit 1-2 presents the same map, but this time with the “size” of each gaming facility 

(or group of facilities) presented in terms of its total annual gaming win, for table games and slots 

combined.  (The figures for the Native American gaming facilities are my estimates; all other 

figures are from Commission reports for FY2003.) 

 It is no accident that in both Exhibit 1-1 and 1-2 the largest casinos, by either measure, are 

located in the areas of greatest population (see Exhibit 1-3).2  The relationships among the 

location of each casino, the numbers of people living at different distances from each, and their 

spending at each can be represented by what are called “gravity” models, based upon the 

similarity of their operation to Newton’s law of gravitation.  Section 2 presents an overview of 

this methodology. 

 
2   Note, however, that the boundaries of the actual “market catchment areas” for each casino are far 
from the crisp, clear lines delineated on this map.  In reality, they are fuzzy and irregular.  In addition, 
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 Section 3 applies these gravity models to analyze the existing markets for casino gaming 

in the State of Iowa, and compares them with those elsewhere in the Midwest and around the 

country. Finally, Section 4 describes the use of these models to develop projections for the likely 

revenues of potential new gaming facilities under a variety of scenarios for the future, and the 

associated impacts that these new casinos would likely have on the existing facilities of Iowa. 

 

 
casino customers do sometimes visit more distant facilities, particularly if they are larger, more varied, 
and offer more amenities.  As described below, the “gravity model” approach reflects these realities. 
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2.  Methodology 
 
 The gravity-model approach has been refined over the years as it has been used to assess 

the performance of many other gaming markets and a variety of facilities, both existing and 

proposed.  Again, these techniques focus on the demographics of the areas surrounding each 

facility, in particular the number of adults residing at various distances, and the ratio of actual 

revenues obtained (at existing facilities) to such adult populations.  To make a projection, in turn, 

one assumes that the population surrounding a new facility will behave in a fashion similar to that 

at the most comparable existing facilities. 

 To illustrate the relationships among revenues, population, and distance in existing 

markets, Exhibit 2-1 presents a chart comparing rates of visitation versus distance for the casinos 

of Mississippi, based upon statewide patron-survey data.  There is clearly a relationship between 

patronage and distance; the further away from a casino you get, the lower the number of visits.  

Fewer customers are willing to travel longer distances, and when they do, they usually visit less 

often.  (Offsetting this slightly, when they do visit, they typically spend more on each occasion 

than nearby customers who visit more frequently -- but less over the course of a year because 

they visit so much less often.)  In addition, as you get further away from the casinos of 

Mississippi, you (generally) get closer to competing casinos in other states, further reducing your 

rate of visitation to Mississippi. 

 Because the rates of visitation appear to decline so dramatically as distance increases, and 

because the scale is so large when looking at statewide data such as those from Mississippi, it is 

useful to transform this data by taking logarithms (“log-transforming the data,” as economists 

say).  Exhibit 2-2 presents the Mississippi data in such fashion, and it begins to look more 
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regular.  When we exclude the most distant data (beyond 250 miles, where competition, rather 

than distance, usually becomes the dominant factor), the data actually begin to look quite nice 

(Exhibit 2-3).   

 I have analyzed such data from a wide variety of markets, and have estimated that in 

general, over a reasonable range of distances the overall “elasticity” of spending with respect to 

distance is roughly -0.7, that is, consumers’ total spending declines in somewhat less than direct 

proportion to the distance to be traveled.3  When it comes to visiting different facilities, however, 

all else remaining equal, customers overwhelmingly prefers the closest.  It appears that in this 

respect slot machines behave in a fashion very similar to many other retail markets, in which the 

relative “attraction” of each facility is roughly inversely proportional to the distance squared.4

 In some contrast to most previous analyses, including my own in Iowa, this view of the 

world does not draw sharp boundaries between markets.  Casino customers sometimes do visit 

more distant facilities, particularly if they are larger, more varied, and offer more amenities.  

(Mississippi, for example, draws some customers from Missouri, Indiana, and Texas, all of whom 

pass up casinos located closer to them, and Iowa casinos draw some customers from a wide 

variety of surrounding states.)  Other things being equal, however, they are much more likely to 

visit the nearest facility.  The inverse-square-law representation of the gravity models appears to 

reflect their behavior very accurately. 

 
3  This is a relatively “long-distance” attraction; if you double the distance, revenues decline by about 
38%.  For comparison, race tracks generally exhibit distance coefficients of about -1 to -1.2:  if you 
double the distance, visitation declines by 50% or more.  Generically, this type of relationship is called 
a “gravity model,” because it is similar to Newton’s law of gravitation (for which the “distance factor” 
would be -2.0:  if you double the distance, the attraction declines by a factor of 22, or four). 
4   A relationship sometimes known as Reilly’s Law of Retail Gravitation, based upon its mathematical 
similarity to Newton’s Law, above. 
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 The “mass” that attracts customers is typically represented in the gravity models by the 

“size” of the casino, described either in terms of its square footage or numbers of slot machines 

and table game/positions.  (In other applications, the square footage of each shopping mall, or the 

total population of each “trade area” is used.)  Larger facilities attract more people, not just from 

size in and of itself, but because they are more diverse, generally (though not always) offer a 

greater variety and higher level of amenities, and generally (though not always) have greater 

resources to spend on marketing and promotion.  In addition, when there are multiple facilities 

within a market, or in closely adjoining markets, customers benefit from the competition between 

these facilities for their business.  In the real world, “more” is not necessarily better, but it so 

often is that the data indicate quite clearly that it is a major factor, second only to distance, in 

consumers’ choice among alternative facilities. 

 Finally, the models as I have refined them use additional, but much less critical, 

parameters to fine-tune their estimates for customers’ spending:  per capita income (higher is not 

necessarily better, but lower-income areas appear to spend less); urban/rural mix (the residents of 

urban areas tend to spend more than those of rural areas); and the relative “reach” and/or 

accessibility of alternative casinos, not always captured perfectly in the gravity models.  

Davenport and Bettendorf, for example, are easier to get to than Clinton or Burlington and Fort 

Madison; West Des Moines is much closer to Prairie Meadows than to Lakeside in terms of 

mileage, but still appears to generate substantial business for Lakeside because it is an easy drive 

down the Interstate highway; and casinos in “resort” areas, such as Marquette and the Wisconsin 

Dells, draw from broader geographic areas than those in more humdrum locales.  Using travel 

time rather than raw mileage as the distance variable would likely enhance the models’ “fit,” but 

not eliminate all the quirks of “reach” and accessibility as significant factors. 
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 (Because the distance relationships, in particular, as well as many others in these models, 

are highly nonlinear, standard statistical estimation procedures are not very useful to assess or 

refine them.  There remains a considerable range of variation among markets not explained by 

any of the variables.  Markets differ in terms of the quality and accessibility of their facilities, 

their “reach,” and the intrinsic “propensity to gamble” of their residents.  The following analyses 

and projections assume that these factors are roughly equally responsible for the various 

differences among markets not explained by the more readily-quantifiable variables.) 

 To illustrate the application of all these elements, Exhibit 2-4 presents as an example the 

estimated per capita spending of the residents of each county in Iowa on the slot machines at 

Prairie Meadows (chosen simply because of its central location -- similar estimates are calculated 

for each gaming facility in Iowa and in neighboring states).  In Polk County, where the track is 

located, the average adult spends $439 per year at Prairie Meadows.  In adjoining counties, 

though still close in terms of distance, the estimated rates of spending are much lower.  At greater 

distances, they decline even further.  And as one moves closer to the competing facilities in 

surrounding areas, per capita spending at Prairie Meadows declines even more quickly.  Note, for 

example, how the rates of spending decline more rapidly to the south and northeast -- in the 

directions of Lakeside and Tama, respectively -- than in other directions.  (Exhibit 2-5 depicts the 

resulting total dollar spending at Prairie Meadows, calculated by multiplying the per capita 

spending figure by the actual adult population of each county, from Exhibit 3-1 below). 

 This pattern of decline with distance, along with the relationships among all the other 

variables described above, has been applied to estimate the current rates of spending at all the 

facilities of Iowa as described in Section 3. 
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3.  Analysis of Current Markets 
 
 Clearly, per capita spending on gaming declines with distance.  But how do we estimate 

what the rate of spending is at any given distance?   

 This can be done by using these models to adjust population for distance, rather than 

spending.  I have in this way calculated the “distance-adjusted” adult population surrounding 

each gaming facility (or appropriate group of facilities) in each market of Iowa, and in most of the 

other markets of the Midwest and around the country.  This has been done by weighting the 

adults who live close to a facility at (the appropriately) higher rates than those who live more 

distantly.  Dividing the actual total revenues, or spending, in each existing market by these 

population figures results in ratios measuring revenue per “distance-adjusted” adult.5   

 Exhibits 3-1 through 3-5 describe the application of this procedure to Iowa.  Exhibit 3-1 

presents a map of the counties of Iowa with their actual adult populations indicated.  Exhibit 3-2 

presents the corresponding map showing these populations adjusted for distance from the nearest 

slot facility.6  In those counties that actually have casinos, the two figures are relatively close.  In 

more distant counties, however, the distance-adjusted populations decline dramatically. 

 Exhibit 3-3 repeats Exhibit 1-3, depicting approximate market catchment areas (again, the 

boundaries indicated between markets are not absolute) and now the (slot-)distance-adjusted 

 
5   Note that these figures also incorporate the effects of per capita income, urban/rural factors, and 
casinos’ relative “reach.”  In the rest of this report, “distance-adjusted” therefore should be taken to 
mean “adjusted for distance and other factors, too.” 
6   Note that the distances from facilities that offer table games may be different, and therefore the 
distance-adjusted populations with respect to table games.  In addition to variations due to distance, 
the table populations will also be distributed differently due to differences in the relative numbers of 
tables versus slot machines at alternative facilities.  If one facility has 20 tables and 1,200 slots, while 
another has 50 tables and 600 slots, the relative “mass” effect favors the former with respect to slots, 
but the latter with respect to tables. 
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adult populations of each market.  These are in most cases significantly less than the raw, 

unadjusted adult populations, again a reflection of the fact that more distant people are less 

“active” in spending.   

 Exhibit 3-4 then calculates the average rate of spending per distance-adjusted adult at the 

slot machines of the different facilities in Iowa.  These figures lie in the range of $560 to $640 per 

adult; the average for the State as a whole is $591.  These figures can be interpreted as the 

amount the average adult within each market who has convenient access to a gaming facility7 

spends on slot machines each year.  At greater distances, the average adult spends less.  (Again, 

to calculate distance-adjusted population we scaled back the number of people to reflect the 

impacts of distance. In the real world, it is their rate of spending that declines.) 

 Exhibit 3-5 presents the corresponding analysis for table games.  Note that the distance-

adjusted populations here differ from those of Exhibit 3-4, the slot analysis, most prominently 

because Prairie Meadows does not offer table games.  (In addition, as footnoted above, the 

different facilities have different “masses” with respect to table games than with respect to slots.) 

 Note also that the estimated rates of spending are much lower for table games than for slots -- in 

most markets, table games currently account for only 10-15% of total casino revenues.  In Iowa, 

the average adult who has convenient access to them spends only $68 per year on table games. 

 Exhibit 3-6 compares the figures for total spending per adult (slots and tables combined) 

for Iowa with those of other markets in the Midwest (center column) and more broadly across the 

country (left-hand column).  Note that Iowa’s markets generally rank among the upper middle 

class for the Midwest, but below those for major markets in the East and South.  Mississippi’s 

 
7   “Convenient access” is quantified in the gravity models as “within ten miles.” 
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casinos (combined here with Louisiana’s because their markets overlap) attract the highest rates 

of spending.  (As footnoted in the exhibit, however, Nevada markets are even higher, somewhere 

off this scale.)  Despite low personal incomes in Mississippi, there are no statutory limits on the 

numbers of casinos or gaming devices, they are correspondingly highly competitive, and there is 

no competition from state lotteries across most of their market (and, for what it’s worth, modest 

pari-mutuel competition, too).  Slightly lower, the Connecticut and Colorado casinos, while 

restricted to relatively remote locations (and in Colorado, to $5 bets), are also fairly competitive.  

As we move down the list in the Midwest, however, we generally find less competitive 

conditions, and markets with lower quality and/or less accessible casinos.  Throughout the middle 

column there are also a variety of markets in which the number of facilities and/or gaming 

devices is nowhere near sufficient to meet the demand that exists for them.  As a result of these 

“capacity-“ and “access-constrained” conditions, spending per (distance-adjusted) adult is 

relatively low.  (At the same time, however, spending per machine is typically [but not always] 

high, as people are figuratively lined up at the machines to play them.)8

 In addition to spending time and money at the gaming facilities of Iowa, its residents also 

spend (generally to a much lesser extent, except in border areas) at casinos in other states.  

Including such “leakage,” Exhibit 3-7 depicts current per capita spending on casino gaming for 

each county in Iowa.  (Spending in Nevada, the Caribbean, and other destination resorts is not 

included, but would not likely be significant.)  Total dollar spending (in millions) is indicated in 

Exhibit 3-8.  Iowa facilities’ share of that spending is indicated in Exhibit 3-9. 

 
8   Markets can effectively be capacity-constrained even when win/day/ machine is not at astronomical 
levels.  If the major issues are accessibility, attractiveness, and/or effective promotion, players may 
indeed not be lined up at the machines as they are in other jurisdictions where the unsatisfied demand 
is far more obvious. 
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 I developed similar estimates for all the surrounding states, not only to assess their 

baseline rates of spending for comparison above but also to estimate their contributions to Iowa’s 

casino revenues.  (The most significant such source is Nebraska, whose largest metropolitan areas 

are immediately adjacent to Iowa and do not have casinos of their own.)  Summing across all the 

counties of Iowa and neighboring states, the models’ estimated contributions of Iowans versus 

out-of-state visitors to each of the casino markets of Iowa is indicated in Exhibit 3-10. 

 Having analyzed the current patterns of casino spending in Iowa and its neighboring 

states, the gravity models were then used to develop projections for alternative scenarios in the 

future as described in Section 4. 
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4.  Projections 
 
Projected versus Actual Results Without Tama 

 
 Before using the gravity models to develop projections with respect to new facilities, I 

tested them by comparing their projections for what has happened in Iowa since the Tama casino 

closed versus actual results during the summer of 2003.  To do this, I simply set the number of 

slots and table games at Tama to zero, thereby eliminating any “mass” to attract consumer 

spending.  Exhibit 4-1 summarizes the resulting projections for each market “without” Tama, in 

dollar terms at an annual rate, and in percentage terms in comparison to the “with Tama” 

baseline.  The greatest increases were projected for Prairie Meadows and Lakeside, with other 

significant increases projected for Marquette and Dubuque. 

 As indicated in Exhibit 4-2, this is in fact what has actually occurred.  The first two 

columns, with dollar figures, compare total casino win in each market in the summer of 2003 

(without Tama) versus that in 2002 (when Tama was operating).  The corresponding actual 

percentage changes are indicated in the first column of percentages.  Assuming that these markets 

would have grown 3% anyway, on average, the middle column of percentage figures nets out that 

rate of increase.  These net-of-normal-growth figures compare very well with the impacts 

predicted by the model.  The most significant differences are in Eastern Iowa, where the Dubuque 

and Quad Cities facilities have done better than predicted while Clinton has done much less well. 

 I suspect that the Dubuque and Quad Cities casinos have gained market share not only from 

Clinton but also from the casinos of Illinois to their east, whose performance has sagged 

following dramatic increases in their rates of taxation over the past year. 
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Projections for a “Fully-Casinoed” Iowa 

 
 As in my previous analysis in 1995, I have developed a projection for an extreme case of 

casino expansion:  a casino in every county.  Although not likely economically feasible (unless 

Iowa lowers its tax rates on gaming to purely nominal levels), this scenario estimates something 

close to the “maximum” casino revenues possible in Iowa. 

 To illustrate the basis for this projection, Exhibit 4-3 presents a map of Iowa that depicts 

the “distance factors” currently at work in each county (as estimated, of course, by my gravity 

models. These resulted in the estimated dollar volumes of spending that were depicted in Exhibit 

3-8 above.) 

 If there were a casino convenient to all the residents of each county, these distance factors 

would all rise to 100%.  (For some counties, this may in fact require more than one casino.)  I 

then assumed that the residents of each county would spend at rates similar to those currently 

hosting casinos, averaging $620 per year (slots plus tables combined) for the rural areas and $640 

per year for the larger urban areas of Cedar Rapids, Waterloo, and Des Moines.  The resulting 

dollar volumes (again, in millions) are indicated in Exhibit 4-4.  The increases in dollar spending 

are shown in Exhibit 4-5.   

 This exhibit depicts graphically the areas of greatest potential for new casino facilities.  

What was the case in 1995 remains essentially the same today:  there are few areas where 

substantial increases in spending could be expected other than Cedar Rapids (Linn County, with 

adjoining Iowa City in Johnson County) and Waterloo (Black Hawk County).  The projected 

increases in spending from the residents of these three counties alone are $63 million, $34 

million, and $37 million, respectively. There is a cluster of counties around Des Moines from 
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which more modest increases could be obtained, primarily because the closest table games are 

currently forty miles away.  The remaining major centers of population then provide potential 

increments in smaller amounts: Cerro Gordo County (Mason City), $15 million; Webster County 

(Fort Dodge), $12 million; and Wapello County (Ottumwa), $10 million. 

 Exhibit 4-6 summarizes the models’ calculations for Iowa as a whole under this scenario. 

 In addition to the increases from the new casinos in every county, I have projected small 

increases from existing markets that do not currently produce the $620-$640 per year 

benchmarks, reductions in Iowans’ visits to casinos in neighboring states, and modest increases in 

spending from out-of-state visitors to Iowa casinos.  The resulting total statewide win is $1.8 

billion.  After allocating a portion of this to Iowa’s existing Native American facilities, 

approximately $1.7 billion would be subject to taxation, an increase of roughly $750 million from 

FY2003.  At just under $1 billion, the revenues of Iowa’s existing (non-Native) casinos are 

already running at approximately 60% of this “maximum.”  After roughly $150 million from 

Cedar Rapids and Waterloo, however, the map in Exhibit 4-5 suggests that it will be difficult to 

obtain additional increases of any substantial size. 
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Projections for Specific Facilities 

 
 Finally, I used the gravity models to develop projections for specific new casino facilities. 

 As above, all these projections are made on the basis “as if” the new facilities had been open for 

all of FY2003.  (As a corollary, all of them therefore assume that the Tama casino will reopen.) 

 For casinos in the larger urban areas (Cedar Rapids, Des Moines, and Waterloo), I 

assumed 1,200 slot machines, 24 table games, and baseline spending of $640 per adult.  For the 

casinos elsewhere, I assumed smaller facilities, with 600 slot machines, 12 tables, and baseline 

per capita spending of $620.   

 The resulting projections are presented in Exhibits 4-7 through 4-17, and summarized in 

Exhibit 4-18.  The top portion of each exhibit presents the projected gross revenues for each new 

facility, and the middle sections indicate the projected impacts on Iowa’s existing facilities.  The 

bottom line in each exhibit sums up the projected total gaming win for the State as a whole; the 

resulting dollar change is net of the adverse impacts on existing facilities.  To take one example, 

Exhibit 4-7 indicates that a new facility in Black Hawk County would win $71.3 million, but after 

adverse impacts on existing facilities (the largest on Tama) aggregate casino revenues statewide 

would increase by just $51.5 million (taxable revenues by $63.2 million). 

 Again, Cedar Rapids (Linn County, Exhibit 4-8) and Waterloo (Black Hawk County, 

Exhibit 4-7) are projected to show the most substantial increases in terms of both gross and net 

revenues.  A new casino in or near downtown Des Moines (Polk County, Exhibit 4-10) would 

win large amounts on the top line, but substantial amounts of its revenues would simply be 

diverted from Prairie Meadows (-40%) and Lakeside (-17%).  In the outlying areas, revenues are 

projected to be more modest, ranging from $18.6 million (gross) in Palo Alto County to $28.3 
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million in Webster County (Fort Dodge).  In the outlying areas, however, any single new casino’s 

adverse impacts on Iowa’s existing facilities would be miniscule. 

 Exhibit 4-16 depicts a scenario in which new casinos are developed in all these locations. 

 The net increase in statewide total gaming revenues is projected at $266 million.  If a new 

facility in Polk County were to be omitted (Exhibit 4-17) in order to reduce the large impacts on 

Prairie Meadows and Lakeside under that scenario, the net increase is projected at $220 million. 

 While these projections suggest that new casinos in all these locations might be 

economically feasible, and in the larger markets indeed attractive, in the aggregate they would 

add only modest amounts to Iowa casinos’ current $1 billion in (taxable) revenues. 

 It may be possible to develop additional casinos at other locations in the outlying areas of 

Iowa, but their performance would likely be very similar to those in the smaller markets 

examined here.  Without a large number of such casinos, the aggregate amount that they would 

add to net taxable gaming revenues would be small.  It will, in my opinion, therefore be very 

difficult to obtain more than roughly $200 million in such net revenues from new casinos in 

Iowa.  Waterloo and Cedar Rapids are the only major markets that appear to offer significant 

gains without substantial adverse impacts on some of Iowa’s existing gaming facilities. 
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Exhibit 2-1:  Illustrative Distance Relationships (Mississippi)
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Exhibit 2-2:  Distance Relationships II
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Exhibit 2-3:  Distance Relationships III

y = -0.4219x2 + 2.9285x + 0.2932
R2 = 0.9621
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Exhibit 3-4:  Slot Spending per Distance-Adjusted Adult (FY2003)

Casino Slot Distance- Slot  
Revenues  Adjusted Adult  Spending/

Market/Facilities ($000)   Population (1) Adult 

Marquette $35,967 60,265 $597
Dubuque (2) $84,766 145,108 $584
Clinton $26,262 45,694 $575
Quad Cities (2) $151,545 265,909 $570
Catfish Bend $24,730 43,878 $564
Prairie Meadows $150,421 258,933 $581
Lakeside $45,754 72,881 $628
Bluffs/Omaha (3) $344,561 588,087 $586
Sioux City $35,059 60,808 $577

  Subtotal $899,065 1,541,564 $583

Tama (annualized rate) $xxx,xxx 156,482 $xxx 
Onawa $xx,xxx 18,241 $xxx 
Winnavegas $xx,xxx 41,353 $xxx 

 Subtotal $138,923 (2) 216,076 $643

Total Slot Spending
 at Iowa Facilities $1,037,988 1,757,640 $591

(1)  Also adjusted for income, urban/rural, casino size and "reach" effects.
(2)  Figures for Native American facilities are Cummings estimates; detail not shown.  
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Exhibit 3-5:  Table Spending per Distance-Adjusted Adult (FY2003)

  Casino Table Distance- Table 
Revenues  Adjusted Adult  Spending/

Market/Facilities ($000)   Population (1) Adult 

Marquette $3,176 45,355 $70
Dubuque (2) $6,275 103,454 $61
Clinton $2,329 47,120 $49
Quad Cities (2) $13,866 261,248 $53
Catfish Bend $3,383 62,106 $54
Prairie Meadows $0 0
Lakeside $9,552 109,374 $87
Bluffs/Omaha (3) $36,607 553,904 $66
Sioux City $5,736 82,619 $69

  Subtotal $80,924 1,265,180 $64

Tama (annualized rate) $xx,xxx 164,703 $xxx 
Onawa $xx,xxx 30,836 $xxx 
Winnavegas $xx,xxx 56,223 $xxx 

 Subtotal $22,659 (2) 251,762 $90

Total Table Spending
 at Iowa Facilities $103,583 1,516,942 $68

(1)  Also adjusted for income, urban/rural, casino size and "reach" effects.
(2)  Figures for Native American facilities are Cummings estimates; detail not shown.  
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Exhibit 3-6:  Iowa Spending Ratios Compared to Other Markets
(Slot+Table Spending Combined)

Broader Markets (1) Midwestern Markets Iowa Markets

Mississippi+Louisiana $850
New Jersey+Delaware $754

Iowa Native Americans $733 (est)
Lakeside $715

Mt. Pleasant, Michigan $682
Other Upstate Michigan $667 Marquette $667

Southern New England $661 (2) Iowa Average $659
Colorado $654 Bluffs/Omaha $652
 (not inc. Native Americans) Sioux City $646

Dubuque $645
Boonville, MO $635
Joliet, Illinois      (2) $632
Upstate Wisconsin $630
Chicago West     (2) $626 Clinton $624

Quad Cities $623
Catfish Bend $618

Wisconsin Dells $607
Michigan City, IN $600
South Dakota VLTs(+) $600
Detroit + Windsor (2) $595
Caruthersville, MO $594
East St Louis, IL $584 Prairie Meadows (2) $581
Kansas City, MO/KS $578   (no table games)
St Joseph, MO $577
Hammond/Gary, IN $577
Peoria, IL $576
Cincinnati, OH/IN $572
Mark Twain, MO $568
Green Bay, WI $562
St Louis, MO $558
Rock Island, IL $547
Louisville, KY/IN $510

Montana            (2) $497
 (slot/VLTs only) Milwaukee, WI     (2) $491

Evansville, IN $481

  (1)  Nevada local markets would be off this scale, somewhere north of $1000/adult.
  (2)  Markets that are capacity-constrained, operating in temporary facilities, or under some other handicap.
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Exhibit 3-10:  Iowa Casino Revenues and Spending in FY2003,
Estimated by Source

( $000 )

Spending Revenues Total Iowa 
Market/Facilities by Iowans    from Visitors Revenues 

Marquette $10,832 $28,311 $39,143
Dubuque (2) $46,998 $44,043 $91,041
Clinton $10,976 $17,615 $28,591
Quad Cities (2) $69,906 $95,505 $165,411
Catfish Bend $14,583 $13,530 $28,113
Prairie Meadows $143,923 $6,498 $150,421
Lakeside $28,465 $26,841 $55,306
Bluffs/Omaha (3) $62,699 $318,469 $381,168
Sioux City $28,646 $12,149 $40,795

  Subtotal $417,027 $562,962 $979,989

Tama $xx,xxx $xx,xxx $xxx,xxx 
Onawa $x,xxx $x,xxx $xx,xxx 
Winnavegas $xx,xxx $xx,xxx $xx,xxx 

 Subtotal $95,878 (1) $65,704 (1) $161,582 (1)

Total Revenues
 of Iowa Facilities $512,905 $628,666 $1,141,571

Iowans' Spending
 in Other States $91,295 (2)

Total Spending
 by Iowans $604,200

(1)  Figures for Native American facilities are Cummings estimates; detail not shown.  
(2)  Nearby states only; does not include Nevada or other destination resorts far afield.
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Exhibit 4-1:  Projections for Iowa Facilities Without Tama
(annualized rate, "as if" FY2003)

 Actual Casino Projected Casino
Revenues Revenues (1)  Dollar Change Percentage

Market/Facilities ($000)   ($000)   ($000)   Change

Marquette $39,143 $42,232 $3,089 7.9%
Dubuque (2) $91,041 $98,019 $6,978 7.7%
Clinton $28,591 $29,712 $1,121 3.9%
Quad Cities (2) $165,411 $172,945 $7,534 4.6%
Catfish Bend $28,113 $29,809 $1,696 6.0%
Prairie Meadows $150,421 $168,633 $18,212 12.1%
Lakeside $55,306 $62,301 $6,995 12.6%
Bluffs/Omaha (3) $381,168 $385,528 $4,360 1.1%
Sioux City $40,795 $41,386 $591 1.4%

  Subtotal $979,989 $1,030,565 $50,576 5.2%

Tama $xxx,xxx $0 ($xxx,xxx) -100.0%
Onawa $xx,xxx $xx,xxx $xxx 4.2%
Winnavegas $xx,xxx $xx,xxx $xxx 3.3%

 Subtotal $161,582 (est) $xx,xxx ($xxx,xxx) -xx.x%

Total Revenues
 of Iowa Facilities $1,141,571 $1,xxx,xxx ($xx,xxx) -x.x%

(1)  Assuming Tama facility closed for the entire year..
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Exhibit 4-2:  Comparison of Actual vs Projected Changes in Casino Revenues
(Summer 2002, with Tama, vs Summer 2003, without)

Casino Revenues Casino Revenues Percentage Changes:
Jun-Jul-Aug 2002 Jun-Jul-Aug 2003       Net of 3%

Market/Facilities ($000)   ($000)   Actual  Normal Growth   Predicted

Marquette $10,253 $11,524 12.4% 9.1% 7.9%
Dubuque (2) $23,510 $26,927 14.5% 11.2% (1) 7.7%
Clinton $7,318 $7,224 -1.3% -4.2% (1) 3.9%
Quad Cities (2) $41,283 $46,421 12.4% 9.2% (1) 4.6%
Catfish Bend $6,782 $7,294 7.5% 4.4% 6.0%
Prairie Meadows $38,455 $43,192 12.3% 9.0% 12.1%
Lakeside $13,444 $15,557 15.7% 12.3% 12.6%
Bluffs/Omaha (3) $97,315 $100,112 2.9% -0.1% 1.1%
Sioux City $9,897 $10,703 8.1% 5.0% 1.4%

  Subtotal $248,257 $268,954 8.3% 5.2% 5.2%

Tama $xx,xxx $0 -100.0% -100.0%
Onawa $x,xxx $x,xxx 4.2%
Winnavegas $x,xxx $x,xxx 3.3%

(1)  I suspect that the Dubuque and Quad City facilities gained market share from Clinton and Illinois.
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Exhibit 4-6:  Projection for Iowa Revenues with a Casino in Every County
( $000, as if in FY2003 )

Current spending by Iowans at Iowa casino facilities $512,905
    (from Exhibit 1)

Projected increase from new casinos $561,607
    (assumes ultimate spending per adult of at least $620-640/year) (1)

Projected increase from existing markets $9,719
   (from those currently below Iowa standards of $620-$640/adult/year)

Projected increase due to reduction in visits to casinos in other states $45,648
   (figure from Exhibit 1 assumed to be reduced by 50%)

----------------- 
     Subtotal spending by Iowans at Iowa casinos $1,129,879

Add:  current spending by visitors from other states $628,666

Plus:  additional revenues from new visitors (rough estimate @ 10%) $62,867

----------------- 
     Projected total Iowa casino revenues (includes Tama, Onawa & Sloan) $1,821,411

Less:  share assumed to go to Native American Facilities ($80,791)
  (figure from Exhibit 1 assumed to be reduced by 50%)

----------------- 
     Final Total:  Casino revenues available for state and local taxation $1,740,620

(1)  $620/adult in most counties, $640/adult in major urban areas, modulated by income and rural effects.
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Exhibit 4-7:  Projections for New Iowa Facilities/Impacts:  Black Hawk County
( $000, as if in FY2003 )

   Actual Casino Projected Casino
Revenues in FY03 Revenues  Dollar Change Percentage

Market/Facilities ($000)   ($000)   ($000)      Change

Black Hawk County     (1200 slots, 24 tables) $71,316 $71,316
Linn County $0 $0 $0
Wapello County $0 $0 $0
Polk County $0 $0 $0
Palo Alto County $0 $0 $0
Webster County $0 $0 $0
Franklin County $0 $0 $0
Worth County $0 $0 $0

Marquette $39,143 $38,079 ($1,064) -2.7%
Dubuque (2) $91,041 $89,745 ($1,296) -1.4%
Clinton $28,591 $28,327 ($264) -0.9%
Quad Cities (2) $165,411 $164,327 ($1,084) -0.7%
Catfish Bend $28,113 $27,827 ($286) -1.0%
Prairie Meadows $150,421 $148,038 ($2,383) -1.6%
Lakeside $55,306 $54,228 ($1,078) -1.9%
Bluffs/Omaha (3) $381,168 $380,549 ($619) -0.2%
Sioux City $40,795 $40,725 ($70) -0.2%

  Subtotal $979,989 $1,043,163 $63,174 6.4%

Tama $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx ($11,408) -x.x%
Onawa $xx,xxx $xx,xxx ($89) -x.x%
Winnavegas $xx,xxx $xx,xxx ($149) -x.x%

 Subtotal $161,582 (est) $149,936 ($11,646) -7.2%

 Grand Total $1,141,571 $1,193,098 $51,528 4.5%
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Exhibit 4-8:  Projections for New Iowa Facilities/Impacts:  Linn County
( $000, as if in FY2003 )

   Actual Casino Projected Casino
Revenues in FY03 Revenues  Dollar Change Percentage

Market/Facilities ($000)   ($000)   ($000)      Change

Black Hawk County $0 $0 $0
Linn County      (1200 slots, 24 tables) $105,071 $105,071
Wapello County $0 $0 $0
Polk County $0 $0 $0
Palo Alto County $0 $0 $0
Webster County $0 $0 $0
Franklin County $0 $0 $0
Worth County $0 $0 $0

Marquette $39,143 $38,000 ($1,143) -2.9%
Dubuque (2) $91,041 $88,456 ($2,585) -2.8%
Clinton $28,591 $27,864 ($727) -2.5%
Quad Cities (2) $165,411 $162,175 ($3,236) -2.0%
Catfish Bend $28,113 $27,249 ($864) -3.1%
Prairie Meadows $150,421 $148,769 ($1,652) -1.1%
Lakeside $55,306 $54,282 ($1,024) -1.9%
Bluffs/Omaha (3) $381,168 $380,677 ($491) -0.1%
Sioux City $40,795 $40,752 ($43) -0.1%

  Subtotal $979,989 $1,073,295 $93,306 9.5%

Tama $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx ($9,641) -x.x%
Onawa $xx,xxx $xx,xxx ($60) -x.x%
Winnavegas $xx,xxx $xx,xxx ($99) -x.x%

 Subtotal $161,582 (est) $151,781 ($9,801) -6.1%

 Grand Total $1,141,571 $1,225,076 $83,505 7.3%
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Exhibit 4-9:  Projections for New Iowa Facilities/Impacts:  Wapello County
( $000, as if in FY2003 )

   Actual Casino Projected Casino
Revenues in FY03 Revenues  Dollar Change Percentage

Market/Facilities ($000)   ($000)   ($000)      Change

Black Hawk County $0 $0 $0
Linn County $0 $0 $0
Wapello County     (600 slots, 12 tables) $25,184 $25,184
Polk County $0 $0 $0
Palo Alto County $0 $0 $0
Webster County $0 $0 $0
Franklin County $0 $0 $0
Worth County $0 $0 $0

Marquette $39,143 $38,999 ($144) -0.4%
Dubuque (2) $91,041 $90,774 ($267) -0.3%
Clinton $28,591 $28,487 ($104) -0.4%
Quad Cities (2) $165,411 $164,714 ($697) -0.4%
Catfish Bend $28,113 $27,436 ($677) -2.4%
Prairie Meadows $150,421 $149,136 ($1,285) -0.9%
Lakeside $55,306 $54,633 ($673) -1.2%
Bluffs/Omaha (3) $381,168 $380,908 ($260) -0.1%
Sioux City $40,795 $40,776 ($19) 0.0%

  Subtotal $979,989 $1,001,047 $21,058 2.1%

Tama $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx ($1,687) -x.x%
Onawa $xx,xxx $xx,xxx ($25) -x.x%
Winnavegas $xx,xxx $xx,xxx ($41) -x.x%

 Subtotal $161,582 (est) $159,827 ($1,754) -1.1%

 Grand Total $1,141,571 $1,160,875 $19,304 1.7%
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Exhibit 4-10:  Projections for New Iowa Facilities/Impacts:  Polk County
( $000, as if in FY2003 )

   Actual Casino Projected Casino
Revenues in FY03 Revenues  Dollar Change Percentage

Market/Facilities ($000)   ($000)   ($000)      Change

Black Hawk County $0 $0 $0
Linn County $0 $0 $0
Wapello County $0 $0 $0
Polk County      (1200 slots, 24 tables) $134,663 $134,663
Palo Alto County $0 $0 $0
Webster County $0 $0 $0
Franklin County $0 $0 $0
Worth County $0 $0 $0

Marquette $39,143 $38,587 ($556) -1.4%
Dubuque (2) $91,041 $90,737 ($304) -0.3%
Clinton $28,591 $28,381 ($210) -0.7%
Quad Cities (2) $165,411 $164,828 ($583) -0.4%
Catfish Bend $28,113 $27,643 ($470) -1.7%
Prairie Meadows $150,421 $90,189 ($60,232) -40.0%
Lakeside $55,306 $45,665 ($9,641) -17.4%
Bluffs/Omaha (3) $381,168 $377,646 ($3,522) -0.9%
Sioux City $40,795 $40,375 ($420) -1.0%

  Subtotal $979,989 $1,038,713 $58,724 6.0%

Tama $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx ($9,071) -x.x%
Onawa $xx,xxx $xx,xxx ($405) -x.x%
Winnavegas $xx,xxx $xx,xxx ($700) -x.x%

 Subtotal $161,582 (est) $151,406 ($10,175) -6.3%

 Grand Total $1,141,571 $1,190,119 $48,548 4.3%
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Exhibit 4-11:  Projections for New Iowa Facilities/Impacts:  Palo Alto County
( $000, as if in FY2003 )

   Actual Casino Projected Casino
Revenues in FY03 Revenues  Dollar Change Percentage

Market/Facilities ($000)   ($000)   ($000)      Change

Black Hawk County $0 $0 $0
Linn County $0 $0 $0
Wapello County $0 $0 $0
Polk County $0 $0 $0
Palo Alto County     (600 slots, 12 tables) $18,561 $18,561
Webster County $0 $0 $0
Franklin County $0 $0 $0
Worth County $0 $0 $0

Marquette $39,143 $39,088 ($55) -0.1%
Dubuque (2) $91,041 $90,976 ($65) -0.1%
Clinton $28,591 $28,570 ($21) -0.1%
Quad Cities (2) $165,411 $165,334 ($77) 0.0%
Catfish Bend $28,113 $28,078 ($35) -0.1%
Prairie Meadows $150,421 $150,058 ($363) -0.2%
Lakeside $55,306 $55,191 ($115) -0.2%
Bluffs/Omaha (3) $381,168 $380,759 ($409) -0.1%
Sioux City $40,795 $40,550 ($245) -0.6%

  Subtotal $979,989 $997,164 $17,175 1.8%

Tama $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx ($273) -x.x%
Onawa $xx,xxx $xx,xxx ($46) -x.x%
Winnavegas $xx,xxx $xx,xxx ($134) -x.x%

 Subtotal $161,582 (est) $161,128 ($453) -0.3%

 Grand Total $1,141,571 $1,158,293 $16,722 1.5%
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Exhibit 4-12:  Projections for New Iowa Facilities/Impacts:  Webster County
( $000, as if in FY2003 )

   Actual Casino Projected Casino
Revenues in FY03 Revenues  Dollar Change Percentage

Market/Facilities ($000)   ($000)   ($000)      Change

Black Hawk County $0 $0 $0
Linn County $0 $0 $0
Wapello County $0 $0 $0
Polk County $0 $0 $0
Palo Alto County $0 $0 $0
Webster County     (600 slots, 12 tables) $28,377 $28,377
Franklin County $0 $0 $0
Worth County $0 $0 $0

Marquette $39,143 $39,025 ($118) -0.3%
Dubuque (2) $91,041 $90,908 ($133) -0.1%
Clinton $28,591 $28,545 ($46) -0.2%
Quad Cities (2) $165,411 $165,239 ($172) -0.1%
Catfish Bend $28,113 $28,020 ($93) -0.3%
Prairie Meadows $150,421 $148,811 ($1,610) -1.1%
Lakeside $55,306 $54,792 ($514) -0.9%
Bluffs/Omaha (3) $381,168 $380,480 ($688) -0.2%
Sioux City $40,795 $40,597 ($198) -0.5%

  Subtotal $979,989 $1,004,794 $24,805 2.5%

Tama $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx ($1,033) -x.x%
Onawa $xx,xxx $xx,xxx ($70) -x.x%
Winnavegas $xx,xxx $xx,xxx ($159) -x.x%

 Subtotal $161,582 (est) $160,319 ($1,262) -0.8%

 Grand Total $1,141,571 $1,165,113 $23,543 2.1%
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Exhibit 4-13:  Projections for New Iowa Facilities/Impacts:  Franklin County
( $000, as if in FY2003 )

   Actual Casino Projected Casino
Revenues in FY03 Revenues  Dollar Change Percentage

Market/Facilities ($000)   ($000)   ($000)      Change

Black Hawk County $0 $0 $0
Linn County $0 $0 $0
Wapello County $0 $0 $0
Polk County $0 $0 $0
Palo Alto County $0 $0 $0
Webster County $0 $0 $0
Franklin County     (600 slots, 12 tables) $23,242 $23,242
Worth County $0 $0 $0

Marquette $39,143 $39,007 ($136) -0.3%
Dubuque (2) $91,041 $90,828 ($213) -0.2%
Clinton $28,591 $28,513 ($78) -0.3%
Quad Cities (2) $165,411 $165,145 ($266) -0.2%
Catfish Bend $28,113 $27,996 ($117) -0.4%
Prairie Meadows $150,421 $149,526 ($895) -0.6%
Lakeside $55,306 $55,007 ($299) -0.5%
Bluffs/Omaha (3) $381,168 $380,884 ($284) -0.1%
Sioux City $40,795 $40,705 ($90) -0.2%

  Subtotal $979,989 $1,000,854 $20,865 2.1%

Tama $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx ($1,267) -x.x%
Onawa $xx,xxx $xx,xxx ($26) -x.x%
Winnavegas $xx,xxx $xx,xxx ($63) -x.x%

 Subtotal $161,582 (est) $160,226 ($1,356) -0.8%

 Grand Total $1,141,571 $1,161,080 $19,509 1.7%
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Exhibit 4-14:  Projections for New Iowa Facilities/Impacts:  Worth County
( $000, as if in FY2003 )

   Actual Casino Projected Casino
Revenues in FY03 Revenues  Dollar Change Percentage

Market/Facilities ($000)   ($000)   ($000)      Change

Black Hawk County $0 $0 $0
Linn County $0 $0 $0
Wapello County $0 $0 $0
Polk County $0 $0 $0
Palo Alto County $0 $0 $0
Webster County $0 $0 $0
Franklin County $0 $0 $0
Worth County     (600 slots, 12 tables) $26,347 $26,347

Marquette $39,143 $39,049 ($94) -0.2%
Dubuque (2) $91,041 $90,890 ($151) -0.2%
Clinton $28,591 $28,539 ($52) -0.2%
Quad Cities (2) $165,411 $165,242 ($169) -0.1%
Catfish Bend $28,113 $28,049 ($64) -0.2%
Prairie Meadows $150,421 $150,085 ($336) -0.2%
Lakeside $55,306 $55,204 ($102) -0.2%
Bluffs/Omaha (3) $381,168 $381,020 ($148) 0.0%
Sioux City $40,795 $40,715 ($80) -0.2%

  Subtotal $979,989 $1,005,141 $25,152 2.6%

Tama $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx ($422) -x.x%
Onawa $xx,xxx $xx,xxx ($17) -x.x%
Winnavegas $xx,xxx $xx,xxx ($47) -x.x%

 Subtotal $161,582 (est) $161,096 ($486) -0.3%

 Grand Total $1,141,571 $1,166,236 $24,665 2.2%
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Exhibit 4-15: Projections for New Iowa Facilities: Black Hawk  + Linn Counties
( $000, as if in FY2003 )

   Actual Casino Projected Casino
Revenues in FY03 Revenues  Dollar Change Percentage

Market/Facilities ($000)   ($000)   ($000)      Change

Black Hawk County     (1200 slots, 24 tables) $68,023 $68,023
Linn County      (1200 slots, 24 tables) $101,589 $101,589
Wapello County $0 $0 $0
Polk County $0 $0 $0
Palo Alto County $0 $0 $0
Webster County $0 $0 $0
Franklin County $0 $0 $0
Worth County $0 $0 $0

Marquette $39,143 $37,130 ($2,013) -5.1%
Dubuque (2) $91,041 $87,509 ($3,532) -3.9%
Clinton $28,591 $27,673 ($918) -3.2%
Quad Cities (2) $165,411 $161,459 ($3,952) -2.4%
Catfish Bend $28,113 $27,033 ($1,080) -3.8%
Prairie Meadows $150,421 $146,631 ($3,790) -2.5%
Lakeside $55,306 $53,381 ($1,925) -3.5%
Bluffs/Omaha (3) $381,168 $380,161 ($1,007) -0.3%
Sioux City $40,795 $40,691 ($104) -0.3%

  Subtotal $979,989 $1,131,282 $151,293 15.4%

Tama $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx ($18,304) -xx.x%
Onawa $xx,xxx $xx,xxx ($136) -x.x%
Winnavegas $xx,xxx $xx,xxx ($226) -x.x%

 Subtotal $161,582 (est) $142,916 ($18,666) -11.6%

 Grand Total $1,141,571 $1,274,197 $132,627 11.6%
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Exhibit 4-16:  Projections for New Iowa Facilities/Impacts:  All Eight Counties
( $000, as if in FY2003 )

   Actual Casino Projected Casino
Revenues in FY03 Revenues  Dollar Change Percentage

Market/Facilities ($000)   ($000)   ($000)      Change

Black Hawk County     (1200 slots, 24 tables) $64,683 $64,683
Linn County      (1200 slots, 24 tables) $98,755 $98,755
Wapello County     (600 slots, 12 tables) $22,206 $22,206
Polk County      (1200 slots, 24 tables) $129,947 $129,947
Palo Alto County     (600 slots, 12 tables) $16,447 $16,447
Webster County     (600 slots, 12 tables) $24,409 $24,409
Franklin County     (600 slots, 12 tables) $18,672 $18,672
Worth County     (600 slots, 12 tables) $22,295 $22,295

Marquette $39,143 $36,077 ($3,066) -7.8%
Dubuque (2) $91,041 $86,632 ($4,409) -4.8%
Clinton $28,591 $27,260 ($1,331) -4.7%
Quad Cities (2) $165,411 $159,986 ($5,425) -3.3%
Catfish Bend $28,113 $25,824 ($2,289) -8.1%
Prairie Meadows $150,421 $86,043 ($64,378) -42.8%
Lakeside $55,306 $43,216 ($12,090) -21.9%
Bluffs/Omaha (3) $381,168 $374,602 ($6,566) -1.7%
Sioux City $40,795 $39,549 ($1,246) -3.1%

  Subtotal $979,989 $1,276,605 $296,616 30.3%

Tama $xxx,xxx $xx,xxx ($28,189) -xx.x%
Onawa $xx,xxx $xx,xxx ($842) -x.x%
Winnavegas $xx,xxx $xx,xxx ($1,577) -x.x%

 Subtotal $161,582 (est) $130,975 ($30,607) -18.9%

 Grand Total $1,141,571 $1,407,580 $266,009 23.3%
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Exhibit 4-17:  Projections for New Iowa Facilities/Impacts:  All but Polk County
( $000, as if in FY2003 )

   Actual Casino Projected Casino
Revenues in FY03 Revenues  Dollar Change Percentage

Market/Facilities ($000)   ($000)   ($000)      Change

Black Hawk County     (1200 slots, 24 tables) $66,040 $66,040
Linn County      (1200 slots, 24 tables) $99,809 $99,809
Wapello County     (600 slots, 12 tables) $23,266 $23,266
Polk County $0 $0 $0
Palo Alto County     (600 slots, 12 tables) $16,974 $16,974
Webster County     (600 slots, 12 tables) $25,849 $25,849
Franklin County     (600 slots, 12 tables) $19,541 $19,541
Worth County     (600 slots, 12 tables) $22,804 $22,804

Marquette $39,143 $36,471 ($2,672) -6.8%
Dubuque (2) $91,041 $86,773 ($4,268) -4.7%
Clinton $28,591 $27,421 ($1,170) -4.1%
Quad Cities (2) $165,411 $160,356 ($5,055) -3.1%
Catfish Bend $28,113 $26,188 ($1,925) -6.8%
Prairie Meadows $150,421 $142,018 ($8,403) -5.6%
Lakeside $55,306 $51,549 ($3,757) -6.8%
Bluffs/Omaha (3) $381,168 $377,651 ($3,517) -0.9%
Sioux City $40,795 $39,915 ($880) -2.2%

  Subtotal $979,989 $1,222,627 $242,638 24.8%

Tama $xxx,xxx $xx,xxx ($21,499) -xx.x%
Onawa $xx,xxx $xx,xxx ($502) -x.x%
Winnavegas $xx,xxx $xx,xxx ($988) -x.x%

 Subtotal $161,582 (est) $138,593 ($22,989) -14.2%

 Grand Total $1,141,571 $1,361,220 $219,649 19.2%
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Exhibit 4-18:  Summary of Projections

Net Gain in
Exhibit Gross Revenues Taxable Revenues Major Dollar Impacts on:

4-7 Black Hawk County (Waterloo) $71,316 $63,174 Prairie Meadows -$2,383
(also MRQ, DBQ, QC, Lkside)

4-8 Linn County (Cedar Rapids) $105,071 $93,306 Quad Cities -$3,236
(also MRQ, DBQ, PRM, Lkside)

4-9 Wapello County (Ottumwa) $25,184 $21,058 Prairie Meadows -$1,285

4-10 Polk County (Des Moines) $134,663 $58,724 Prairie Meadows -$60,232
Lakeside -$9,641

4-11 Palo Alto County $18,561 $17,175 none over $1 million

4-12 Webster County $28,377 $24,805 Prairie Meadows -$1,610

4-13 Franklin County $23,242 $20,865 none over $1 million

4-14 Worth County $26,347 $25,152 none over $1 million

4-15 Black Hawk + Linn $169,612 $151,293 Quad Cities -$3,952
(also all in E & Central Iowa)

4-16 All of the above $397,414 $296,616 Prairie Meadows -$64,378
(lesser impacts on all others)

4-17 All but Polk County $274,284 $242,638 Prairie Meadows -$8,403
(lesser impacts on all others)
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